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Abstract 
In order to apply known general theorems about the effective properties of recursive 
structures in a particular recursive structure, it is necessary to verify that certain decidability 
conditions are satisfied. This requires the determination of when certain relations, called hack 
andforth relations, hold between finite strings of elements from the structure. 
Here we determine this for recursive reduced abelian p-groups, thus enabling us to apply 
these theorems. 
1. Introduction 
In [l-3, 51, general conditions are given for recursive structures to satisfy certain 
interesting properties. In order to apply these results it is necessary to demonstrate 
that a structure satisfies some decidability conditions. This has been done in the cases 
of well orderings (see [ 11) and superatomic Boolean algebras (which are generated by 
well orderings; see [2]). Here we establish the required conditions for reduced abelian 
p-groups and apply results from the above papers to this case. 
In this section and Section 2 some necessary background definitions and results are 
given. In Section 3 the main result is proved, and Section 4 shows that it is indeed all 
that is required to apply the theorems. Then in Sections 5-8 we make the applications 
to study various aspects of reduced abelian p-groups. 
For unexplained model theoretic terminology see [S], and for unexplained recur- 
sion theoretic terminology see [12]. 
The conditions involve the existence or non-existence of infinitary formulae of 
particular complexity able to specify particular elements of the structure under 
consideration. 
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The formulae are from the appropriate L,, w, as defined in [lo], and the definition 
of the hierarchy of complexity we use is as follows. 
Definition 1.1. The C,, and II, formulae are the quantifier-free formulae of L,, (that 
is, finite Boolean combinations of atomic formulae). 
For o! > 0, the C, formulae are those of the form 
where x and each y,, denote finite sequences of variables and each $” is a II, formula 
for some /I < ~1. Similarly, the II, formulae are those of the form 
where each $, is a C, formula for some b < rx. 
The recursioe C, and II, formulae are those in which the disjunctions and conjunc- 
tions are over r.e. sets of formulae, using a system of Godel numbering. The formal 
inductive definition is done using Kleene’s constructive ordinals, as in [l] or [6]. 
It turns out that it is important to be able to characterize when, given sequences, 
a, b, of elements from the structure, all II, formulae true of a in the structure are also 
true of b. We write this a <, b, and this notion is captured by the following definition. 
The form of the definition leads to the name ‘back andforth’ relations. 
Definition 1.2. For sequences a, b of the same length from a recursive structure 2l, 
define a &, b to be true if a and b satisfy the same finitary quantifier-free formulae. 
For 01 > 0, define a 6, b if for every sequence dand every /I < a, there is a sequence c, 
of the same length as d, for which a, c aa b, d. 
The following is the result we want to apply from [S]. 
Theorem 1.3. Let 2 < a < q , CK 2I be a recursive structure and R a new relation on 
121 satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) The existential diagram of 2I is recursive. 
(2) R is a recursive set. 
(3) The relations <s are untformly r.e. for p < a. 
(4) There is a recursive procedure which determines for each x and a whether 
x E Rcl,(a). 
Then R is intrinsically C,” @it is formally C,“. 
Here we have used the following definitions. 
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Definition 1.4. A relation R on a recursive structure 2I is intrinsically C,” if for every 
isomorphismf:‘% z 23 between ‘?I and another recursive structure 23, its imagef(R) 
forms a E,” set. 
Definition 1.5. A relation R on a recursive structure YI is formally Ci if it has 
a definition 
where cp is a recursive C, formula involving only the given (i.e. recursive, by definition) 
relations of !!I, and p is a finite list of parameters from A. 
Definition 1.6. Let 2I be a recursive structure, R be a new relation on ‘?I. We define for 
each finite sequence p from A and each 2 d u < oyK, the subset R&(p) of R: 
If c( = fl + 1, then r E R&(p) if for some b, whenever p, r, b bs p, r’, b’ then Y’ E R. 
If a is a limit ordinal, then R&(p) = UpCa Rcla(p). 
The essential content of Theorem 1.3 is the correspondence between a model 
theoretical property of the situation (R being intrinsically C,“), which one might almost 
view as a ‘semantic’ property, and a syntactic characterization (R being formally C,“). 
It is easy to see that even without assumptions (l)-(4) formally C,” implies intrinsi- 
cally C,“. The hard work in Theorem 1.3 lay in establishing: 
Theorem 1.7. Let 2 6 CI < oi , CK ‘$I be a recursive structure and R a new relation on 
‘?I satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) The existential diagram of 2l is recursiue. 
(2) R is a recursive set. 
(3) The relations ds are uniformly r.e. for p < CI. 
(4) There is a recursive procedure which, given a,finds some r E R - Rcl,(a). 
Then R is not intrinsically I$‘. 
The difficult conditions to verify in Theorem 1.7 are (3) and (4). It seems that in 
practice if we have sufficient understanding of the algebraic structure under consider- 
ation to verify (3), then (4) will present no problems. 
2. Recursive reduced abelian p-groups 
A reduced abelian p-group is an abelian group in which the order of each element is 
a power of the given prime p and which contains no divisible subgroup. That is, there 
is no infinite sequence of distinct elements y,, y2, . . such that pyi+ 1 = yi. For a 
recursive reduced abelian p-group, the group operation (addition) must be a recursive 
function on a recursive set of group elements. This ensures that inverses are recursive, 
as - x = (p” - 1)x if p”x = 0. Our basic reference for infinite abelian group theory is 
c91. 
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For a reduced abelian p-group G, define G, as follows: Go = G, G,, i = pG,, and for 
limit ordinals a, G, = ns<= G,. 
* Let P = {x E G: px = 0}, and for any subgroup S < G, let 
S,= SnG, and S,* = S,np-‘G,+2. 
The height of an element x # 0, h(x), is defined to be the unique tl for which x E G, 
and x $ G, + 1. Conventionally h (0) = cc, where cc is greater than any CI. The length of 
G, 1(G), is the smallest l for which G, = (0). 
We have the following inequalities concerning height: 
(a) If h(x) < h(y), then h(x + y) = h(x). 
(b) If h(x) = h(y), then h(x + y) > h(x). 
(c) If pj’r, then h(rx) = h(x). 
(d) If x # 0, then h(px) > h(x). 
If S is any subgroup of G and x E G, we say x is proper with respect to S if 
h(x) 2 h(x + s) for every s E S; that is, if x has maximal height in its coset mod S. This 
implies that in these circumstances h(x + s) is actually equal to min {h(x), h(s)}. 
The Ulm invariants of G are defined as 
U,(G) = dim(P,IP,+ 1) 
where the quotient group P,/Pb+ 1 is regarded as a vector space over Z,. 
A celebrated result in abelian group theory is 
Ulm’s Theorem. Two countable reduced abelian p-groups are isomorphic iff they have 
the same Vlm invariants. 
3. Back and forth relations 
Our main result is in some sense a generalization of Ulm’s Theorem, and uses 
a construction similar to but more complicated than that of the proof given in [9]. It 
bears some similarity to the result in [7], but differs in that there formulae are ranked 
by quantifier rank rather than by position in our hyperarithmetical hierarchy, and the 
interest is in when two groups satisfy the same formulae of a given quantifier rank. By 
contrast, our back and forth relations are not symmetric. 
We require a lemma from [9]. Kaplansky observes that if S is any subgroup of 
GandacS,*,thenthereisbEG,+i such that pa = pb. The map a ~a - b followed 
by the natural homomorphism from P, onto P,/P,+ 1 is a homomorphism of S,* into 
P,lP,+ 1 whose kernel is exactly S,+ 1. We thus have an isomorphism, V say, of 
S,*/S,+ 1 into P,/P,, 1. 
Lemma 3.1. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) The range of V is not all of P,JP,+ 1. 
(b) There exists in P, an element of height a proper with respect to S. 
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Proof. See [9, Lemma 133. 0 
The back and forth relations apply to finite sequences of the same length. For such 
sequences aand b, letf: b + a map corresponding members of the sequence onto each 
other. 
Proposition 3.2. (i) a &a b ifff extends to an isomorphism f: (b) E (a) and for every 
b E (b) and a =f(b) we have 
h(b) = h(a) < wa or h(b), h(a) 2 WCI. 
(ii) a G2,+1 b ifSf extends to an isomorphism f: (b) E (a) and for every b E (b) 
and a = f (b) we have: 
(iia) In the case that Pwa+k is infinite for every k < w 
h(b) = h(a) < wc(, 
or 
h(b) 2 wtl and h(a) > min{h(b), ocz + a}. 
(iib) In the case that Pwcl+k is injinite and P,, + k + 1 is jinite 
h(b) = h(a) < WCI 
or 
WCI <h(b) <h(a) < k 
or 
h(b) = h(a) > cm + k. 
(iic) In the case that P,, isjnite 
h(b) = h(a). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on a, and in two parts. 
Part A: We show that if b,a satisfy the above conditions for y + 1, then given any 
d we can find c so that b, d Gy a, c. (For limit ordinals ~1, given /I < c( and d, we can find 
c so that b,d <a a, c.) 
Part B: Conversely, we show that if b, a do not satisfy the above conditions for 
y + 1, we can find d so that not b,d 6, a,c for any choice of c. (For limit ordinals a, 
there is some b < a such that not a ds b.) 
A. The situation is that we have finite subgroups B = (b), A = (a) of G, an 
isomorphism f: B z A satisfying a given condition on the heights of elements and 
their images, and a finite extension B’ = (b, d) 2 B. We need to extend f to B’ so that 
it now satisfies a different condition. Except in the case of a a limit ordinal, which is 
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easier, we will do this in stages, forming a chain of groups B = B” < 
B’ < ... < B” = B’, by choosing an appropriate x E B’ - B’ with px E B’ and ex- 
tending f to B’+’ = (x, B’). 
(Aia) Suppose c( is a limit ordinal. Let B, A be finite subgroups of G and letf: B 1 A 
satisfy 
h(b) = h(a) < wc( or h(b), h(a) 2 wc( for all b E B, a =f(b). 
If h(b) = h(a) for all b E B, thenfis height preserving, and so can be extended to an 
automorphism of G [9, Problem 381. So certainly, given d we can find c so that 
b, d dp a, c for any fl. 
If h(b) 3 WCI for some b # 0, then P,, is non-null, so P,, is infinite for every /3 < c( 
[9, Problem 361. Given /I < c( and d, we see thatfsatisfies (i) or (iia) for b + 1. So by 
induction a < ,8+ 1 b, so there is c such that b, d Q a, c. 
(Aib) Suppose CI = /I + 1. Let B = (b), A = (a) be finite subgroups of G and let 
f: B z A satisfy 
h(b) = h(a) < 00: or h(b), h(a) 2 oo! for all b E B, a =f(b). 
If h(b) = h(a) for every b E B, then f can be extended to an automorphism of G, so 
given d we can find c so that b,d <2p+ 1 a, c. 
If h(b) > OCI for some b, then P,, is non-null, so PwS+k is infinite for every k < o. 
Given B’ 3 B, let 
M = max{m: b’ E B’, h(b’) = wfi + m and m < o} + 1, 
No = Card(B’ - B) + M and Ni = No - i. 
We see that f: B z A satisfies 
h(b) = h(a) < o.$ + M or h(b) 2 OC( and h(u) 2 O/I + Ni 
for every b E B’, a =f(b) (*i) 
with i = 0. We will ensure that each extension offto B’ satisfies (*i). Thenf: B’ z A’ 
will satisfy 
h(b’) = h(u’) < w/3, or h(u’) z w/I and h(b’) 2 min {h(u’),oB + o} 
for every b’ E B’, a’ =f(b’). 
That is, if c =f(d), b, d <28+ 1 a, c as required. 
Here is the construction. Take x E B’ - B’ such that px E B’, x is proper with 
respect o B’ and h(px) is maximal amongst all elements in x + B’ for which this is 
true. (Such an x exists because B’ - B’ is finite and the coset x + B’ is finite.) Let 
f(px) = y. Now either h(px) = h(y) d o/3 + M, or h(px) 2 otl and h(y) 2 w/I + Ni. 
Case 1: h(y) = h( px) = h(x) + 1 < o/I + M. We have y # 0, px f 0. Choose w so 
that h(w) = h(x) and pw = y. Now w#A’, for if w =f(z) with z E B’, then px = pz 
as they both map to y; also x - z$ B’ for otherwise x would be in B’; and 
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h(x - z) = h(x) because h(z) = h(w) = h(x) and x is proper with respect to B’. But 
h(px - pz) = h(O) > h(px), which contradicts the maximal choice of h( px). 
Also w is proper with respect to A’. Suppose, on the contrary, that h(w + a) > 
h(x) + 1, where a E A’, a = f(b) for b E B’. Since w + a # 0, we have h(pw + pa) 2 
h(x) + 2, hence h(px + pb) 2 h(x) + 2. But this contradicts the maximal height of px. 
Now extendf to II’+’ = (x, I?‘) as follows: 
f(rx + b) = rw + a for 0 < Y < p, b E B’ and a =f(b). 
Since w is proper with respect o A’, we see thatfstill preserves heights below wb + M, 
thus f satisfies (*i + 1 ). 
Case 2: h(x) 2 cm and h(y) 2 e$ + Ni. Choose w1 with pwr = y and h(w,) > 
o/3 + Ni - 1 = OP + Ni+ 1. Since P,, +Ni is infinite, there is w2 E Pan+ N, - A’. Put 
w = wr + w2. Then w$A’, pw = y and h(w) 3 c$ + Ni - 1, so extendfbyf(x) = w. 
Claim. f sutisjies ( *i + 1 ). 
[Check: If h(b) <o/l + M then h(u) = h(b), so h(rx + b) = h(b) and 
h(rw + a) = h(a). If h(b) 2 OCI then h(a) 2 COB + Ni > COB + Ni+ 1, SO h(rx + b) 2 OCI 
and h(rW+U)>op+Ni+r. Note that M is chosen so that for no b do we have 
0,9 + M < h(b) < oa.] 
Case 3: y = h(x) < oc1 and h(px) > y + 1. Since h(px) > y + 1, there is v E G,,, 
such that pv = px. The element x - v is in P,; like x it has height y and also it is proper 
with respect o B’ (since v does not interfere in computations of height <y). We now 
apply Lemma 3.1. Since Bt*/Bt+ 1 is finite, its dimension as a vector space over B, is 
strictly less than the yth Ulm invariant of G, U,(G). 
Since f preserves heights Q o/I + M and y < c$ + M - 1, f maps Bi onto Ai, 
B’* onto Ai* and B’ ?+t onto A’,.,. Thus, the dimension of Ay/Ai+ 1 is also less than 
u:(G). Applying Lemma 3.1 again, we have that G contains an element wr for which 
pwl = 0, h(w,) = y and which is proper with respect o A’. 
NOW either h(y) = h(px) > y + 1 or h(y) > wfi + Ni > w/? + M > h(x) + 1 = 
y+l. So y=pw2 with w2~Gy+r. Take w=wI+w2. Then pw=pwl+pw2= 
0 + y = y, h(w) = h (wl ) = y, and w is proper with respect o A’. 
Extending f by f(x) = w, we see that f still preserves heights 6 u$ + M, and so 
satisfies (*i+ 1). 
(Aiia) Suppose P,, + k is infinite for every k < w. Let B = (b), A = (a) be finite 
subgroups of G and let f: B z A satisfy 
h(b) = h(u) < OCI, or h(b) 3 wcI and h(u) > min{h(b), oa + o} 
for every b E B and a =f(b). 
Given a finite extension B’ 2 B, let No = Card(B’ - B) and Ni = No - i. We see that 
f satisfies 
h(b) = h(u) < oa, or h(b) 2 0~1 and h(u) > min {h(b), act + Ni} (*i) 
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with i = 0. We will ensure that each extension offto B’ satisfies (*i). Thenf:B’ z A’ 
will satisfy 
h(b’) = h(a’) < 0~1, or h(b’), h(d) 3 cm for every b’ E B’. 
That is, if c =f(d), b, d <2a a, c as required. 
Here is the construction. Again take x E B’ - B’ such that px E B’, x is proper with 
respect o B’ and h(px) is maximal amongst all elements in x + B’ for which this is 
true. (Such an x exists because B’ - B’ is finite and the coset x + B’ is finite.) Let 
f(px) = y. Now either h(px) = h(y) < 0~1, or h(px) 3 wu and h(y) > min{h(px), 
Oc1 + Ni}. 
Case 1: h(y) = h(px) = h(x) + 1 < OK Choose w so that pw = y and h(w) = h(x). 
Then as before w +! A’ and w is proper with respect o A’, so extendfbyf(x) = w. Then 
againf preserves heights < oc(, and so satisfies (*i+ 1). 
Case 2: h(x) < WCI and h(px) > h(x) + 1. Sincef preserves heights < WCI, the argu- 
ment of (Aib) Case 3 applies. 
Case 3: h(x) > WO! and h(y) > min{h(px), ocI + Ni}. NOW h(px) > h(x) + 1, so 
there is w1 with pwI = y and h(wI) > min{h(x), WCL + Ni - l}. Since Poa+Ni is infinite, 
there is w2 E Pwa+N, - A’. Put w = w1 + w2, and extendf byf(x) = w. 
Claim. f sati$es (*i+ 1 ). 
[Check: Clearly f still preserves heights < 0~1. Also if h(u) B min {h(b), cm + Ni) then 
h(rw + a) > min{h(w), h(u)} 2 min{h(x), 0~1 + Ni - 1, h(b), OC( + Ni) 
3min{h(x),h(b),~cr+Ni+~)=min{h(rx+b),ox+N~+~} 
since x is proper with respect o S’.] 
(Aiib) Suppose Poawk is infinite and Poa+k + I is finite. Let B = (b), A = (a) be 
finite subgroups of G and let f: B r A satisfy 
h(b) = h(u) < cm, or WCL d h(b) d h(u) d om + k, or 
h(b) = h(u) > cm + k for every b E B and a = f(b). (*) 
Given a finite extension B’ 2 B, we will ensure that each extension offto B’ satisfies 
( *). Thenf: B’ % A’ will satisfy 
h(b’) = h (a’) < an, or h(b’), h(u’) > cm for every b’ E B’. 
That is, if c =f(d), b, d <2cr a, c as required. 
Here is the construction. Again take x E B’ - B’ such that px E B’, x is proper with 
respect o B’ and h(px) is maximal amongst all elements in x + B’ for which this is 
true. (Such an x exists because B’ - B’ is finite and the coset x + B’ is finite.) Let 
f(px) = y. Now either h(px) = h(y) < occ, or wc( 6 h(px) d h(y) d OX+ k, or 
h(px) = h(y) > oc( + k. 
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Case 1: h(y) = h(px) = h(x) + 1 < wt~. 
Case 2: h(x) < oc( and h(px) > h(x) + 1. 
Both are dealt with in the same way as in (Aiia). 
Case 3: oc1< h(x) ,< OX + k and oc1< h(px) 6 h(y). Choose wr with pwr = y and 
h(w,) > h(x). Now Poa+k is infinite and Pwa+k+l is finite, so the dimension of 
Poa+klP,,+k+ 1 is infinite. Let C = (wr , A’). Since C&+JCwo +k + 1 is finite, we can 
apply Lemma 3.1 to find an element w2 E Poa+k of height oc( + k proper with respect 
to C. Extendfbyf(x) = w = wr + w2. We claim that f still satisfies ( * ). 
[Check: Clearly f still preserves heights below otx. Now h(rw + a) = min {II( 
h(rwr + a)} < OCI -t k and h(rw + a) 3 min{h(w,), h(w,), h(a)j > min{h(x), h(b)} 
= h(rx + b) since II( h(w,) 2 h(x); h(u) > h(b), and x is proper with respect o B’.] 
Case 4: h(x) > wc( + k and h(y) = h(px) = h(x) + 1. 
Cuse 5: h(x) > OCI + k and h(y) = h( px) > h(x) + 1. Since f preserves heights 
above OCI + k, these are both handled as cases 1 and 2 above. 
(Aiic) Iffis height preserving then a <s b for any fl. 
B. If the function f: b -+ a does not extend to an isomorphism, then there is 
a quantifier-free formula satisfied by b and not a, so certainly not a & b for any y. So 
assume that fextends to an isomorphism, but fails to satisfy the other conditions. 
(Bia) If c1 is a limit ordinal andfdoes not satisfy the condition, then there are b E B, 
a =f(b) such that h(b) # h(u) and h(u) < OCI or h(b) < wa. But then h(u) < o/? or 
h(b) < ofi for some /? < ~1. Hence, by induction, not a & b. 
(Bib) If a = b + 1 andfdoes not satisfy the condition then there are b E B, a =f(b) 
such that h(u) < oc1 and h(u) < h(b), or h(b) < ON and h(b) < h(u). 
Case la: h(a) < r&? and h(u) < h(b). Not a <2a b, by induction. 
Case lb: h(u) = e$ + k for some k < o and h(u) < h(b). We can find x E G,, such 
that pk + ’x=b,butcannotfindanyy~G,~withp~~’y=u.Sonotb,x ++ra,y 
for any y. 
Case 2a: h(b) < cop and h(b) < h(u). Then not b 62p a by induction, so not 
a <2~+1 b. 
Case 2b: h(b) = o/3 + k for some k < w and h(b) < h(u). We can find x E G,, such 
that pk+’ x = a, but cannot find any y E GoB with pk”y = b. So not a, x <2a b, y 
for any y. Hence not b <28+ 1a, so not a G2= b. 
(Biia) If Pwa+k is infinite for every k < co, andfdoes not satisfy the condition, then 
there are b E B, a =f(b) such that 
1. h(u) < OU, h(u) < h(b) or 
2. h(b) -c act, h(b) < h(u) or 
3. h(a) = WGL + m < h(b) with m < co. 
Case 1 and 2: Here not a Gzol b, so not a Gza+ 1 b. 
Case 3: We can find x E G,, such that pm+ lx = b, but cannot find any y E G,, with 
P “+‘y=u.Sonotb, x G2=a,y for any y. 
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(Biib) If P,, + k is infinite and P,, + k + I is finite, andfdoes not satisfy the condition, 
then there are b E B, a =f(b) such that 
1. h(a) < 0~1, h(a) < h(b) or 
2. h(b) < wa, h(b) < h(a) or 
3. h(a) = wo! + m < h(b) with m < w or 
4. h(u) = OCL + m > h(b) with k < m < co. 
Case 1,2 and 3: As for (Biia). 
Case 4: We have P,, + ,,, is finite, so G,,+ ,,, is finite. If d is chosen so that b, d includes 
all elements of G,,+ ,,,, then any extension off to (b, d) must map an element of 
G oa+mr say g, to an element of lesser height, say ft. We can find x E G,, such that 
p”lx = g, but cannot find y E G,, with p”y = h. So not b,d,x GZa a,c, y for any y. 
(Biic) If P,, is finite and f does not satisfy the condition, then there are b E B, 
a =f(b) such that 
1. h(u) < ON, h(u) < h(b) or 
2. h(b) < #CL, h(b) < h(u) or 
3. h(a) = oc1 + m < h(b) with m < o or 
4. h(u) = oc1 + m > h(b) with m < o. 
These are all dealt with as the corresponding cases of (Biib). 0 
4. Recursive height functions 
To apply Proposition 3.2 to Theorem 1.3 to obtain examples of relations on a 
reduced abelian p-group G that are or are not intrinsically Z;,“, we need the relations 
+, to be uniformly r.e. for y < ~1. To achieve this it suffices that the height function 
h: G 4 OF be recursive. This will also ensure that the existential diagram of G is recursive. 
The following results from [4], which basically restate work from [13], show that 
for any reduced abelian p-group with a recursive sequence of Ulm invariants we can 
construct a recursive copy for which the height function is recursive. 
Let T c wCo be a tree of finite sequences from o, ordered by inclusion, with no 
infinite branches. 
Let G(T) be the abelian group freely generated by the nodes of T under the 
relations 
(i) 4 = 0, the group identity, where 4 is the root node of the tree. 
(ii) pa = b where a is a successor of b. 
Then G(T) is a reduced abelian p-group. 
Define the height of a node in T as follows: 
(i) a has height 0 if a is terminal. 
(ii) a has height ~1 + 1 if it has a successor of height u and all its successors have 
height < ~1. 
(iii) a has height TV, for limit ordinals TV, if for arbitrarily large fi < ~1, a has 
a successor of height /I, and all its successors have height < tl. 
The height of T is the height of the root node, 4, in T. 
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Proposition 4.1. For any T c w‘~ with no in$nite branches, if G = G(T) then 
A(G) = height of T, andfor any /I < A(G), U@(G) is the number of nodes a E T such that 
a has height /I and one of the following holds: 
(a) a is at level 1 in t; 
(b) a is a successor of some node of height >/I + 1; 
(c) a is a successor of some node b of height b + 1 and a is not the&first successor of b of 
height j?. 
Proposition 4.2. For any countable reduced abelian p-group G, G = G(T) for some 
T E oCo with no infinite branches. 
The proof of Proposition 4.2 will show us how to construct he recursive group we 
require. 
Proof (Oates). First we note that G is determined by its Ulm invariants. Furthermore 
if c1 < /? d 1(G) are limit ordinals then the Ulm invariants of G must be non-zero for 
infinitely many ordinals between a and #I [9, Exercise 361. 
Fix a list of all the pairs (fi, k) such that k d U,(G), 1 < k < CO and so that (/?, k) 
precedes (/?, k + 1). We shall construct T c coew so that G = G(T). We shall label the 
nodes of T to indicate height and also put * beside certain nodes. (If a node has label 
b + 1 then one of its successors will receive * as well as the label fl.) 
We say that a pair (b, k) is taken cure of if there are k nodes a with label fl and 
situated either (i) at level 1, or (ii) the successor of some node with label y > fi + 1, or 
(iii) the successor of some node with label fl + 1 and a does not have * . 
Note that we can take care of (8, k) by adding just one new node, after we have 
taken care of (/?,j) for j < k. 
A node a is said to need attention if one of the following holds: 
(a) a has label /Yl + 1 and there is no successor node with label /3 and *. (If we 
provide such a node, we are not taking care of any new pair on the list.) 
(b) u has label fi, where B is a limit ordinal. These nodes always need attention. We 
keep adding successors b, labelled with new ordinals yn < /3 such that the pair (y,, 1) is 
not yet taken care of and lim yn = 8. The constraint on the sequence of Ulm invariants 
noted above guarantees that there will always be such a pair (y,, 1). 
We begin with the root node, without label, to represent he group identity. The 
construction proceeds in stages. At each stage, we take the first pair on the list that has 
not been taken care of already, and add an appropriate node to the tree. (It does not 
matter how this is done, provided each node succeeds one of strictly greater label. For 
definiteness, we could add each node in this part of the construction as a successor to 
the root node.) Then for each node currently in the tree which needs attention we add 
one node. If this is under case (b) above, we note the pair (y,, 1) which is thus taken 
care of. 
Let T be the tree resulting from this construction. Then it is clear that: 
(1) For each node with label p + 1, there is a successor with label p and * . 
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(2) For each node with label /?, for /l a limit ordinal, and each 6 < 8, there is 
a successor with label y for some y between 6 and B. 
(3) Every node in T without * was added to take care of some pair, and every node 
with * was added to attend to the node above (witnessing height). 
From this and Proposition 4.1 it follows that G(T) = G. 0 
Proposition 4.3. If G is a countable reduced abelian p-group with a recursive sequence of 
Ulm invariants, then there is a recursive copy of G for which the height function is 
recursive. 
Proof. If the list of pairs (fl, k) in the above proof is recursive then the whole 
construction is effective. But this is clearly possible when the Ulm invariants are 
recursive. 
Furthermore, we may extend the construction of the tree to construct he associated 
group at the same time. The group consists of all finite combinations of tree elements 
iTnriaj where 0 < rj < p and aj E T. 
Addition is defined by the rule 
rjUj + SjUj = 
i 
(rj + Sj)Uj if rj + Sj < p 
(rj + Sj - p)Uj + Aj if rj + Sj 2 p, 
where Aj is the predecessor of aj, together with associativity and commutativity. Also 
the height of Cj<nrjaj is just 
min{h(aj): rj #O}. 
So each time an element is added to the tree, we add all such combinations of it and 
all the (finitely many) elements already in the group, noting the height, to the 
construction of the group, building up the group addition table as we go. 0 
5. Intrinsically Z,” relations 
As an application of Theorem 1.7 we will examine various sets of elements of 
reduced abelian p-groups. 
We will consider countable reduced abelian p-groups with recursive Ulm invari- 
ants. For such a group, by Proposition 4.3, there is a recursive copy of the group for 
which conditions (l), (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.7 are satisfied. If the relation under 
consideration is not formally C,“, we will show this by showing that condition (4) of 
Theorem 1.7 is satisfied. 
Proposition 5.1. In any recursive reduced abelian p-group G: 
The set of elements of height 2 wa, G,,, is formally II;,. 
The set of elements of height 2 wa + n, G,, +,,, is formally X2”,+ 1. 
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The set of elements of order p of height B ou, P,,, is formally lI!a. 
The set of elements of order p of height 2 otl + n, Pwa+“, is formally EYE+ 1. 
Proof. We have the following formulae: 
x E G,wIy(p”y =x), 
x E G,,+n c*~Y(P”Y=~~~~%,,~ 
x E Cm,+,- n/w 3~ (P”Y = x & Y E Guxx), 
x E G,, c-,/x\ (x E G,,) for limit ordinals to. 
Y<E 
Thus, by induction we see that G,, is defined by a recursive IIzor formula, and G,, + n is 
defined by a recursive &+ 1 formula. Furthermore x E P, f-t x E G, & px = 0. 0 
Proposition 5.2. If G,, is infinite then G,, and P,, are not formally C,“. 
Proof. We can do both cases simultaneously. Since G,, is infinite so is P,,. Let 
R = G,, (or P,,). Given a, we want to find r E R - Rc&(a). 
Case (i): IX = p + 1. Given a, choose r E P,, - (a). We show that r is the element 
we seek. Given c, consider C = (a, r, c) 2 (a) = A. Let 
M=max{m:cEC,h(c)=w/I+mandm<o}+l, N,,=Card(C-A)+M. 
Choose r’ E PwS+No - P,, - (a), proper with respect to (a), Such an r’ exists 
because UUs+,,,(G) is non-zero for infinitely many N < cu. 
We want to find c’ so that a, r, c <2B+ 1 a, r’, c’. This amounts to extending the 
identity function f: A z A to an isomorphism with domain C satisfying f (r) = r’ and 
h(c) = h(s) < OB or h(s) > o/3 and h(c) > min{h(s), OCI} 
for every c E C, s = f (c). 
This is done in stages exactly as the construction in (Aib) of Proposition 3.2. 
Case (ii): tl is a limit ordinal. Given a, choose r E P,, - (a). Given /I < tl, choose 
r’ e Pwfi+ - P,, - (a). Then a, r’ <2B+Z a, r, so given c there is c’ such that 
a,r,c GzBtl a,r’,c’. 
In both cases we have demonstrated that the chosen r is an element of R - Rcl,(a). 
The existence of such an r for any a shows that G,, (respectively P,,) is not formally 
% q 
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Thus we may apply Theorem 1.7 and conclude that 
Proposition 5.3. If G is a recursive reduced abelian p-group with recursive height 
function in which G,, (or P,,) is infinite, then there is an isomorphic recursive reduced 
abelian p-group H for which H,, (respectively H,, n {h: ph = 0}) is not a Cia set. 
We have similar but more complicated results for G,,,, and Pwa+“, to which we 
now turn. 
Proposition 5.4. Suppose P,,,, is infinite. 
(i) If Uwa+k (G) = 0 .for every 0 < k < n, then P,,,,,, is formally n,“,, but not 
formally C;, 
(ii) Zf Uwa+k(G) # Ofor some 0 d k < n, and Uoa+k(G) < No for each 0 d k < n, 
then P,,+, is formally Aza + 1, but not formally Xi, or II;,. 
(iii) If Uoa+k (G) = No for some k < n, then P,,,, is formally Zz,+ L but not formally 
@!,+I. 
Proof. (i) If U,, +k (G) = 0 for every 0 < k < n, then P,,,, = P,,. 
(ii) Let pk be sets of representatives of non-zero elements of Poa+l/P,,+k+, . Then 
each pk is finite by assumption, and we claim that we have the following II*=+ 1 
formula: 
x E pm,+, t* h(x)>oa&px=O& 
A /\ not h(x - q) 2 LOM + k + 1. 
k<n ~EPI 
If px = 0, and 
,?,k. 
not h(x - q) 2 oc1+ k + 1, 
then we have h(x) # oc( + k; otherwise, x must equal some q (mod P,,,,, , ). So this 
together with h(x) 2 oa implies that x E P,,... The converse is trivial as 
h(q) = WCI + k < wa + n. 
So we have that P,, + n is formally II!, + , and also formally CT, + 1 from Proposition 
5.1. Hence it is formally AyE+ 1. P,,,,, is not formally Cg, in the same way as P,,, and 
not formally @, as follows: Let R = G - P,, +n. Choose rl E P,,+ k - P,, +k + , for 
some k < n. Given a, choose r’ E P,,+ n - (a, r, ), and let r = r, + r’. Since 
a,r’ GZbla,r, for any fl < 2a and e, there is c’ with a, r, c <0 a, r’, E’. So 
r E R - Rclzn(a). 
(iii) To show that P,,,, is not formally IIz6+1, we show that G - P,,,, is not 
.formally Cg=+,. Let R = G - P,,,,. Given a, choose r E P,,+k - Pool+k+l - (a) 
proper with respect to (a). This is possible because Poa+k/Pwa+k+ 1 is infinite, by 
Lemma 3.1. Chooser’ E P,,+, - (a). We claim that r E R - Rcl,=+ 1(a). Given c, we 
want to find c’ so that a, r, c dla a, r’, c’. The fact that r is proper with respect o (a) 
guarantees that a, r’ <2a+ I a, r, so this is immediate. 0 
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Note that in the argument in (ii), even though h(r’) > h(r), we do not in general have 
a, r’ <Zn+ 1 a, r. This is because r is not necessarily proper with respect o (a). Thus if 
rl E a, 
h(r’ - rl) = WSI + k < h(r’) = h(r - rI). 
Proposition 5.5. Suppose that Uwo+,(G) = KO. So Q = I’,,,,, - Pwa+n+I is infinite. 
Then: 
(9 TfUwa+k (G) = Ofor each k < n and P,,,,, 1 isfinite, Q is formally II,“,, but not 
formally C,“,. 
(ii) Tf u,, + k (G) < K,, for each k < n and P,,,,, 1 is infinite, Q is formally II,“,, , , 
but not ,formally CQ, 1. 
tiii) If uun + k (G) # 0 fir some k < n, Uwa+k (G) < K,, for each k < n and P,,,,, 1 is 
finite, Q is formally A&+, , but not formally Xg11 or II,“,. 
(iv) If Uwa+k (G) = K,, for some k < n and P,,,,, 1 isfinite, Q is formally C&+ 1, but 
not formally l-I,“,+ 1. 
tv) If Uwa+k (G) = K0 for some k < n and P,,,,, , is infinite, Q is formally Ai’+ 2, 
but not formally C,“,, 1 or IIL+ , . 
Now suppose that Uwa+n(G) = m + 1 < K,, and Poa+n+l(G) is infinite. Then again 
Q is infinite, and: 
(vi) !f Uwa+k (G) < K0 for each k < n, Q is formally A:,+, , but not formally IZya or 
@,. 
(vii) Tf Uoa+k (G) = K0 for some k < n, Q is formally Cy,, 1, but not formally @!,, 1. 
Proof. These are similar to the previous proposition, except that now we can move to 
elements of greater height, as well as elements of lesser height, when trying to find 
elements in R - Rcl,(a). 
For details see [6]. 0 
Proposition 5.6. Suppose U,,(G) = K0 and P,,, 1 (G) isjnite. Then: 
(i) G,, is formally @, but not formally Cy,. 
(ii) Q=Goor-G,,+l is formally @, but not formally C,“,. 
Proof. (i) This is from Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. 
(ii) Let p = G,,+l. Then this set is finite, and we have the ITza formula 
h(x) = WGL c) h(x) 2 OM & A not x = q. 
4EP 
Q is not formally CQ by the same argument as in Proposition 5.2. 0 
Proposition 5.7. Suppose, for some n > 0, Uon+.(G) = K,,, Uwa+k(G) < K,, for each 
k # n and A(G) < WCL + o. Then: 
(9 G oa+N is formally A:=+, but not formally C,“, or II:,, for 0 < N d n. 
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(4 Gum+ N is formally recursive for N > n. 
(iii) Q = G,,+ N - Goa+N + 1 is formally Ai=+ 1 but not formally C,“, or fl,“,, for 
O<N<n. 
If u wa+k(G) = 0,for each k < n, then in (i) and (iii) the relations are formally n,“,. 
Proof. (i) Let pk be sets of representatives of non-zero elements of Pwa+k/Pwa+k+ L, 
and let pn+ , = G,,+ “+ i . We know that G,,, N is formally Xt,+ 1. The following 
formula shows Goa+N is formally II,“,, I : 
h(x)>occ+N c* h(x)>occ& v ~“-~+lx=q& 
4EP..I 
A A A not h(p”x-q)awcr+ k+m+ 1. 
k<N m<n-k qepk_, 
To check this, first suppose that h(x) > OCI + N. Then h(p”mN+l~) > oo! + n + 1, 
so ~“-~+ix = q for some q E pn+i. Also h(p”‘x) 2 OCI + N + m > oc( + k + m for 
k < N. So, since h(q) = wc( + k + m, 
h(p”x - q) = OG~+ k + m 
and we see that every conjunct of the third condition is satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose that 
h(x) 2 oa & v pn-N+lX = q & 
4EP.e I 
// A /j noth(p”x-q)>occ+k+m+l. 
k<N m<n-k qepk<n, 
buth(x)=ool+k<WGL+N.Thenforsomeldn-N+l,wehavep’+‘x=O.Let 
m be minimal such that h(p”+‘x)>h(x)+m+l. If m=n-N+l, then 
h(p”- N+ ‘x) = h(x) + n - N + 1 < wo! + n + 1 which contradicts the second con- 
junct. So we have m d n - N < n - k. So there is a conjunct &Ep,+n not 
h(p”x - q) 2 oc( .+ k + m + 1 in the assumed condition. Now h(p”+ ‘x) > 
h(x) + m + 1, so there is y with h(y) > h(x) and pm+ly = pmflx. But then 
p(p”x - p”y) = 0 and h(p”x - p”y) = h(p”x) = h(x) + m = otl + k + m. So there 
is a 4 E pk+m and a 4’ E Pwa+k+m+l such that (p”x - p”y) - q = q’, by the definition 
of I&+,,,. But then h(p”x - q) = h(p”y + q’) 3 wc( + k + m + 1, which contradicts 
the above conjunct. So we must have h(x) 2 wc( + N. Gwa+N is not formally Cya by 
a similar argument o that in Proposition 5.2. Thus if c( = fi + 1: 
Suppose a is given. Choose s E P,,,, - (a) and r with h(r) = oc1 + N and 
‘P n- Nr = s. Then, given c, choose s’ E P,, + M - P,, + M + 1 - (a) for a sufficiently large 
M, and r’ with pn-IYr’ = s’ and h(r’) = wfl + M - n + N. This shows that 
r E R - Rcl,,(a) as required. 
IfN >O,weshowG,,+N is not formally IIg by showing that R = G - Gwa+N is not 
formally C,“,. Let n’ < n be such that U,,+,.(G) # 0. Then if N > n’, choose 
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rl E P,,+., - Pwa+N. Given a, choose r’ E P,, + n - (a). Then rI + r’ E R - Rclzb(a), 
because a, r’ bzn a,r, + r’. 
For 0 < N < n’, choose sr E Gwa+N_, with P”‘-~+~s~ = r, and s’ E Gwa+n-.,+N-l 
with p n’-Nt ‘s’ = r’. Then s1 + s’ E R - RclIa(a), because a, s’ GZa a,sl + s’. 
(ii) For N > n, G,,. N is finite. 
(iii) We have the IT,“,, 1 formula 
h(x)=wcl+N c* h(x)~oct& // p”-N+‘x=q& 
4EP.4 I 
A /j /J noth(p”x-q)>occ+k+m+l 
k<N m<n-k qcp,,. 
& not h(x) > ou + N + 1. 
Since 
not h(x) >oa + N + 1 t-) h(x) <oc1 or A pnmNx #q or 
4EP.* I 
v v /,/ h(prn.w-q)>wa+k+m+l, 
k<N+ 1 m<n-k qEpI,m 
we have the C i,+ 1 formula 
h(x) = wc( + N ~1 h(x) > ocx + N & A pneNx # q or 
4Eh* I 
v v /,/ h(p”x-q)>ocr+k+m+l . 
k<Nt 1 m<npk qspk+, 1 
Q is not formally Xi, or II:, by virtually the same argument as in (i). 
ff Uwatk (G) = 0 for each k < n, then all the pk are empty, so the final conjuncts in 
the above l7 2a+ 1 formulae are vacuous. This reduces their complexity to fIzn. 0 
Proposition 5.8. Suppose for some n, U,,+.(G) = K0 and either P,, + n + r is infinite or 
u ,a+n,(G) = K. for some n’ < n. Then: 
(9 G CDatN is formally C!j,+ 1 but not formally II:,, 1, for 0 < N d n. 
0 (ii) Q = GwatN - Gwa+N+r isformally dint2 but notformallyC,,+, or TI!,+,,for 
O<Ndn. 
For N = 0, Q is formally TIi,+ , but not formally Xi, + 1. 
For N = n, if Pwn+n+ 1 is finite Q is formally C;a+ 1 but not formally II:,, 1. 
Proof. We consider three cases. 
Case 1: Pwa+n+2 is infinite. (i) To show that GoXtN is not formally lIza+ 1, consider 
R = G - Gwn+N. Given a, chooses E Pwn+n+z - (a), s1 E G,,,,, 1 such that ps, = s, 
and r1 E Gwnt~ such that p”-Ntlrl = sl. Now choose s2 E Pwatn - 
P wn+n+l - (a,r,) proper with respect to (a,r,), and choose r2 such that h(r2) = 
WCI + N - 1 and pn-NtlrZ = s2. Then rz must also be proper with respect to (a, r1 ). 
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[Suppose h(r2 + a) > h(r2) = wc( + N - 1. Then 
h(PnmN+ l (r2 + a)) > IXC( + N - 1 + n - N + 1 = w + n. 
That is h(s2 + a’) > h(s,), contradicting the properness of s2.] 
Also take r3 = prz. Then II = WCI + N and r3 is also proper with respect to 
(a, r1 >. 
Let r = r1 + rd. Then h(r) = WCY + N - 1 and pneN+‘r = s1 + s2. Let r’ = rl + r3. 
Then h(r’) = ocx + N and pnmN+‘r’ = s, + ps2 = sl. 
Then a, sir r’ G2,+ 1 a, sl + s2, r, so given b we can find b’ such that 
a, r, b’ &a a, r’, b’. Hence r E R - Rc12,+ 1(a). 
(ii) The above argument also shows that Q is not formally l-f!&+ 1, for 0 < N < n. 
Also, reversing the roles of r and r’, it shows that Q is not formally X20a+ 1, for 
O<N<n. 
For 0 -C N < n, we have the A!,+ 2 formula 
X E Q t-, h(x) 2 wu + N & not h(x) 2 oc( + N + 1. 
For N = 0, this formula is fI$)a+ 1.
Case 2: Uma+n+ I (G) = Ho. (i) To show that G,,, N is not formally @?,+ 1, consider 
R = G - Gon+N. 
Given a, choose s E Pool+” - P,,+,+ 1 - (a) proper with respect to (a), and 
choose r such that h(r) = oo! + N - 1 and pneN+ lr = s. Then r must also be proper 
with respect o (a). 
Choose S’ E Pwa+n+l - Pwa+n+2 - (a>, and r’ such that h(r’) = OCI + N and 
P “-N+lr’=s’.Thena,r’ ~S~~+~a,rsor~ R-Rc/~~+~(~). 
(ii) This is exactly the same as (ii) for case 1 above. 
Case 3: U,,..! (G) = EC, for some n’ < n. (i) For N d n’ this is covered by one of the 
above cases (reversing the roles of n and n’). So we take n’ < N d n. We show that 
G wn+N is not formally Tf&+ , Let R = G - G,, + N. Given a, choose 
s E p,,+, - Pwa+n+1 - (a) proper with respect to (a), and choose r E Gwa+N so 
that p n-Nr = s. Then r is also proper with respect to (a). Now choose 
r’ E P,,+.r - Pm,+.,+ I - (a, r) proper with respect to (a, r). Then a, r <2a+l 
a, r + r’ so r + r’ E R - Rc12b+l(a). 
(ii) The same argument shows that Q is not formally fIL+ 1. 
Reversing the roles of r and r + r’ shows that Q is not formally X&+ 1 for 
n’ < N < n. If P,a+n+ 1 is finite let p = G,,,,, , which is also finite. Then we have the 
CZa+ 1formula 
h(x)=m+n - h(x)>ocr+N&/\x#q. 0 
4CP 
Proposition 5.9. Suppose i(G) > oc1 + 0. Then: 
(i) G,,+N is formally C&+ , but not formally @‘, + 1, for N > 0. 
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(ii) Q = G,, + N - G,, + N + , is formally A& + 2 but not formally C& + 1 or KI,“, + I, for 
N > 0. 
For N = 0, Q is formally n,“,+ 1 but not formally C!,+ 1. 
Proof. (i) This is similar to case 1 of the previous proposition. To show that Gwa+N is
not formally II!,, 1, consider R = G - Gwa+N. Given a, choose n z N so that 
u wa+n(G) # 0 and (a) contains no elements of height OCI + n. Choose 
s E Pwo+n+z - (a), s1 E Gwa+n+l such that ps, = s, and rI E Goa+lY such that 
P “-N-t-‘rl = sl. Choose s2 E P,,,, - Poa+n+I - (a, rl) proper with respect to 
(a, rl ), and choose r2 such that h(r2) = WCI + N - 1 and pneN+lr2 = s2. Then r2 
must also be proper with respect o (a, rl). 
Also take rj = pr2. Then h(r3) = wc( + N and r3 is also proper with respect o (a, rl ). 
Let r = rl + r2. Then h(r) = oa + N - 1 and pnpNi‘r = s, + s2. Let r’ = rl + r3. 
Then h(r’) = wa + N and pnmN+‘r’ = s, + ps2 = sl. 
Then a, sl, r’ Gzn+ 1 a, s, + s2, r, so given b we can find b’ such that a, r, b 62n a, 
r’, b’. Hence r E R - RcI~~+, (a). 
(ii) As in (ii) in the previous proposition, the above argument also shows that Q is 
not formally II:,, 1, for N > 0. And, reversing the roles of r and r’, it shows that Q 
is not formally Xy= + 1, for N > 0. 
For N > 0, we have the AyE+ 2 formula 
s E Q ++ h(x) >, wa + N & not h(x) 3 wa + N + 1 
For N = 0, this formula is lIza+ 1. 0 
We have covered all the possible configurations of Ulm invariants in the above 
propositions. 
In each case where we have a statement that a given set is not formally C,” or II:, we 
can apply Theorem 1.7, using Propositions 3.2 and 4.3, to conclude that the set is not 
intrinsically C,” or II,“. That is to say, there is an isomorphic recursive abelian p-group 
on which the corresponding set is not C: or II,“. 
6. A,” categoricity 
We say that a recursive structure 9I is A:-categorical, for a < oyK, if for every 
recursive structure !B E ‘?I there exists an isomorphism from ‘!.I3 to Cu which is 
a A,” function. 
In [2], Ash gives a syntactic condition which, in the presence of some decidability 
assumptions, is equivalent to At-categoricity. Here we apply this to the case of 
reduced abelian p-groups. 
There is an omission in the statement of the theorem in [2] which we will 
demonstrate using the example of a reduced abelian p-group. The modifications 
required in the statement and proof of the result are very minor. 
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Definition 6.1. A C,” Scott family for the recursive structure 2I is a C,” set of Giidel 
numbers of recursive C, formulae &(x, y) together with a finite sequence p from A, 
with the following properties: 
(a) For each a E A, there exists n such that ‘3 k &(p, a). 
(b) For each n and each a, b E A, if ‘3 + &(p, a) and Cu I= &(p, b) then 
(2I, a) g (VI, b). 
Definition 6.2. For a E A, 2 d CI, let C,(a) denote the set of sequences c E A for which 
there exists b E A and /? < M such that 
a, c, b + a, c’, b’ =S a, c 3, a, c’ & a, c 6, a, c’ 
for every b’, c’ E A. 
Ash’s result on Ai-categoricity is the following: 
Theorem 6.3. Let 2 < c1 + myK and let 2I be a recursive structure satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(A) The existential diagram of 2I is recursive. 
(B) The relations 6, for y < CI are recursively enumerable, uniformly in y. 
(C) The relation c $ C,(a) is recursively enumerable. 
(D) The relation (not <,) is recursively enumerable. 
Then ‘% is A:-categorical @‘?I has a C,” Scott family 
One of the basic ideas of the proof is the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.3, ifthere exists p E A such that, for all 
c, c E C,(p), then 2I has a Xi Scott family. 
Ash’s definition of C,(a) was simply: 
Definition’. For a E A, 2 < a, let CL(a) denote the set of sequences c E A for which 
there exists b E A and /I < M such that 
a, c, b + a, c’, b’ =+ a,c 2, a, c’ 
for every b’, c’ E A. 
For this definition the proof of the above lemma does not go through. We 
demonstrate this by exhibiting a reduced abelian p-group 8 which is not Ai categori- 
cal, and so has no Cg Scott family, but for which C;(-) = G (where - is the empty 
sequence). 
Let 8 be a recursive copy with recursive height function of the reduced abelian 
p-group with length n(6) = w2 and Ulm invariants U,(B) = 1 for every jI c 02. 
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In our general discussion of A,” categoricity for reduced abelian p-groups we will see 
that 8 is not A$’ categorical (Proposition 6.6, case 1 with tl = 1). 
Proposition 6.5. C;(-) = G. 
Proof. Given any c E G, we need to find b so that 
,., b <2 cl, b’ =. c a3 c’ for b’, C‘ E G. 
For each c E (c), if h(c) = w + n, choose b E G, with p”b = c. Then c, b <2 c’, b’ 
implies h(b), h(b’) 2 w for each b E b and corresponding b’. This implies that 
h(c’) b h(c) for each c E c with h(c) > co and corresponding c’. Also we must have 
h(c) = h(c’) for each c with h(c) < co. Hence we have c a3 c’. 0 
Under the correct definition of C,(a) the only alteration that is required in Ash’s 
proof is the observation that if a one-one function does not preserve II: formulae then 
its inverse does not preserve X,” formulae, and vice versa. 
Now we give the general result on A,” categoricity for countable reduced abelian 
p-groups with recursive Ulm invariants. 
We say Ql is A,” categorical if for each recursive B g 2I there is an isomorphism 
which is Ai for some /I < 01. It is shown in [2] that under the conditions of the above 
theorem a recursive structure is Ai categorical iff it is A; categorical for some B < ~1. 
Proposition 6.6. Let G be a countable reduced abelian p-group with recursive Ulm 
invariants such that: 
1. L(G) = wc( + o + n and G,,+, is finite. Then G is A!#+ 2 categorical but not 
A:,+ 1 categorical. 
2. A(G) < wu + w andfor some n, U,,+,(G) = NO and Uwa+k(G) < K,for all k # n. 
Then G is A:,, 1 categorical but not A& categorical. 
3. A(G) < WCI + co andfor some n, U,,,, (G) = NO and G,,,,, 1 is infinite. Then G is 
As,“,, 2 categorical but not Ayat 1 categorical, 
4. ;l(G) = oa + n for limit ordinal ~1, and G,, isjnite. Then G is AL\,0 categorical but 
not Ai categorical. 
Proof. Propositions 3.2 and 4.3 show that the required conditions of Theorem 6.3 are 
satisfied. 
In each case it is easy to demonstrate the categoricity result by exhibiting an 
appropriate Scott family, using the results of the previous section. 
From the definition of a Scott family, we need formulae such that every finite 
sequence a from G satisfies ome formula of the family, and if a and b satisfy the same 
formula then (G, a) z (G, b). That is to say, the map of corresponding elements of the 
sequence f: a + b must extend to an isomorphism f: (a) g (b), which must itself be 
extendible to an automorphism of G. But by the proof of Ulm’s Theorem [9, Exercise 
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361, this will occur when (a) and (b) satisfy the same group addition table and 
corresponding elements have the same height. 
Given a finite sequence of elements a, let x be a corresponding sequence of variables. 
Let S,(x) be a formula completely specifying the group addition table of (a). 
Now we have the following formulae, repeated from Proposition 5.1: 
x~G,‘-z’ ~Y(P"Y=x), 
x~G,+-z+ n/ 3Y (P”Y = 43 
x E G,a+n 5~’ 3~ (P"Y = x, & Y E Gum), 
x E Goa+w %Pn$ 3~ (P"Y = x, & Y E Gum), 
x E G,, T_N (x E G,,) for limit ordinals c(. 
y<a 
By induction we see that x E G,, is a recursive fIza formula and x E G,,,, is 
a recursive CZa+ 1formula. Thus, we have the following: 
h(x) = OCI can be expressed by the recursive fIzo+ 1 formula x E G,, & x 6 G,,, 1. 
h(x) 2 cm can be expressed by the recursive fIzn formula x E G,,. h(x) = OCI + n 
can be expressed by the recursive AZ,+ 2 formula x E G,, +n & x 4 G,,+,+ 1. 
h(x) 2 cm + n can be expressed by the recursive CZa+ 1formula x E G,,,, + ,,. 
Let Ii/.(x) be the formula 
S,(x) & A ‘x has height h(a)‘, 
as(a) 
where the way ‘x has height h(a)’ is expressed using the above formulae and the formal 
definitions from Section 5 will be specified below in each case. 
Case 1: Since G,, + w is finite, let p = G,, + w. Then 
{II/.: a is a finite sequence of elements from G} 
is a Cza+2 Scott family for G, where ‘x has height h(a)’ means: 
h(x) = h(a) for h(a) < oo! + 0, 
x = p for the p = a E p for h(a) 2 WOI + w. 
However G has no I$=+ 1 Scott family. To show this, we must show how, given a, to 
find c 4 CZ, + 1 b-4. 
Choose c E Pwa+k - Pwa+k+ 1- (a, p), for some k, proper with respect o (a, p). 
We claim c $ Cza+ 1 (a). 
Choose c’ E Poa+k+l - (a, p). Then not a, c &+ 1 a, c’, but a, c’ &+ 1 a, c, so 
for any b we can find b’ so that a, c, b <Za a, c’, b’. 
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Case 2: We have that G,,+,+ 1 is finite, so let p,,+ 1 = G,, +n + 1, and let pk be sets of 
representatives of non-zero elements of P,, + JPwa + k + 1. Then 
{ $.: a is a finite sequence of elements from G } 
is a C:,, 1 Scott family for G, where ‘x has height h(a)’ means: 
h(x) = h(a) for h(a) < wu, 
h(x)2ou+ N Lk v v v h(p”x-q)>oa+k+m+ 1 
[ kcN+ 1 m<n-k qsp,+. 
or A p”-NX #q 1 for h(a) = otl + N Q WCL + n, 4EPn+ L
x=p forthep=aEp.+iforh(a)aocr+n+l. 
However G has no C& Scott family. 
Given a, choose c E P,, + n - (a, p). We claim c $ C,,(a). So, given b and b < 24 we 
want to find c’ and b’ so that a, c, b + a, c’, b’ and not a, c aza a, c’. If GI = y + 1, 
choose c’ E P,, + M - P,, + M + , - (a, p), where 
M > max{m: b E (a, p, c, b), h(b) = oy + m and m < o} 
+ Card (a, p, c, b) - (a, p)) + 1. 
Then not a, c aza a, c’, but we can find b’ so that 
a, c, b dzr+ 1 a, c’, b’. 
[This is the same argument as in case (Aib) of Proposition 3.2.1 If c1 is a limit ordinal, 
choose c’ E POca+ i) - P,f~+z) - (a, P>. 
Case 3: {I++.: a is a finite sequence of elements from G} is a C&+Z Scott family for G, 
where ‘x as height h(a)’ means 
h(x) = h(a). 
However G has no C$!,+ 1Scott family. There are two cases to consider: 
(a) u oa+n+l(G) = KO. Given a, choose c E P,,,, - Pwa+n+l - (a), proper with 
respect to (a), and c’ E Pwa+n+l - (a). Then not a, c 62a+l a, c’, but 
a, c’ <20r+ I a, c, so given b we can find b’ so that a, c, b <2a a, c’, b’. 
03 Poa+n+z is infinite. Given a, choose f E Poa+N+z - (a) and dl E Goa+N+ 1 so 
that pdl =f: Let pNc, = d, where h(c,) > WM + 1. Choose d, E Poa+N - 
P om+N+ 1 - (a, cl ), proper with respect o (a, cl ), and choose c2 with pNc2 = d, and 
h(c,) = OK Then c2 is also proper with respect o (a, cl). Also take c3 = pc2. Then 
h(c3) = OCI + 1. Let c = ci + c2. Then h(c) = WGL and pNc = dl + da. Note that 
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p(di + d2) =fand h(di + d,) = wc( + N. Let c’ = ci + c3. Then h(c’) 3 oa + 1 and 
pNc’ = di + pd2 = dI. Note that pdI =fand h(d,) 2 wc( + N + 1. 
Then not a, c &+ 1 a, c’ but a, d, ,c’ <2a+ 1 a, dI + da, c. So, given b, we can find b’ 
so that a, c, b &a a, c’, b’. 
Case 4: Let p = G,,. Then {tip: a is a finite sequence of elements from G} is 
a C,“, Scott family for G, where ‘x has height h(u)’ means: 
h(x) = h(u) for h(u) < oa, 
x = p for the p = a E p for h(a) L WCL. 
However G is not AZ categorical, that is to say, not Ai categorical for any j < ~1. 
This is clear because if it were we could use its Scott family as a Scott family for 
a group of length o/I + w, which we have shown above to be not A&,+, categorical, 
and so not Ai categorical. 0 
7. A,” stability 
A related notion is that of A,” stability. A recursive structure 9I is said to be A,” stable 
if, for every recursive 8 zz 2I, every isomorphism from 23 to 9I is A,“. 
Clearly, any structure with 2H0 automorphisms is not A,” stable for any c(. As 
observed in [l 11: 
Proposition 7.1. A structure 2l has 2”0 automorphisms ifSfor everyjnite sequence, a, of 
elements from 2l, (‘?I, a) is not rigid (that is to say, there is a non-trivial automorphism of 
‘2l whichJixes a) 
In the case of an infinite reduced abelian p-group G (with p > 2), (G, a) is never rigid 
for any a. [Choose c E P - (a). Then a, c Ha, - c is a height-preserving map and so, 
by the proof of Ulm’s Theorem, extends to a non-trivial automorphism of G.] 
In the case p = 2, (G, a) is still never rigid, but we need to be a little more subtle in 
our argument. If U,(G) = K0 for some CI, then by Lemma 3.1 we can find ci E P, 
proper with respect to (a) and c2 E P, proper with respect to (a, cl) such that 
h(c,) = h(c2) = CL Then a, c1 Ha, c2 is a height-preserving map. 
Otherwise there are infinitely many c( for which U,(G) > 1. Given a, choose tl and 
p > M so that (a) contains no elements of height c( or /I, and U,(G), U@(G) > 1. Then 
by Lemma 3.1, we can find c proper with respect o (a) and c’ proper with respect o 
(a, c) so that h(c) = ~1, h(c’) = /I and pc’ = 0. Then a, c ++a, c + c’ is a height- 
preserving map. 
Thus, we have the following: 
Proposition 7.2. No injinite reduced abelian p-group is A,” stable for any ~1. 
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8. Pairs of structures 
In [3] conditions are given for the possibility of the construction, uniformly in n, of 
recursive structures 6, isomorphic to a given structure 2I if n E S and to another given 
structure 23 if n 4 S. 
We take the notation 
i 
‘?I if II,” 
23 if not 
to mean “For every II,” set S there are structures C,,, recursive uniformly in n, such that 
a, Z 
i 
2I if n E S, 
23 if n$S”. 
The construction in [3] requires the following generalization of the back and forth 
relations, since we are dealing with several different structures in the one construction. 
Write lI,(2l, a) for the set of all II, formulae true of a in ‘$I. 
Definition 8.1. A recursive family of recursive structures is an indexed family {VI;: 
i E I ). for which I is a recursive set and each 2Ii is a recursive structure, uniformly in i. 
Such a recursive family is cr-friendly (where CI < oFK) if, using some notation for CC, 
the relation lIs(Qli, a) c Il,(21i, b) is r.e. between i, j E I, /3 < c1 and sequences a from 
‘Hi and b from ‘uj. 
We will apply the following result from [3] to reduced abelian p-groups. 
Proposition 8.2. Let 2I and 23 be recursive structures for which {9I, 233) is an a-friendly 
family. Then we have: 
JfKI,(%) s II, then 
2I (flYI,“, 
23 if not. 
In order to do so, we need some families of u-friendly p-groups. 
Let GB be a recursive copy with recursive height function of the reduced abelian 
p-group with length /J and Ulm invariants U,(G@) = K,, for all y < B. 
Let H”@ be a recursive copy with recursive height function of the reduced abelian 
p-group with length CO/? and Ulm invariants U,(GwP) = 1 for all y < op. 
Proposition 8.3. The families {G@: b < cc’} and {HUB: fl < a’} are a-friendly for any 
c(, a’ < 0.p. 
Proof. For Cu, 23 both from one or the other family we have: 
(i) IJ2#Iu, a) E I&(% b) iff 
(a) 2(2l) = A(8) < OCI or 1(2I), ;l(B) > ON; and 
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(b) the map f: b -+ a which maps corresponding members of the sequences onto 
each other extends to an isomorphismf:(b) z (a); and 
(c) for every b E (b) and a =f(b) we have h(b) = h(a) < cm or h(b), h(a) 2 OCL 
(ii) h+ I W, 4 G b,+ 1 (% b) iff 
(a) A(%) = A(23) < WOL or A(B) > oc1 and A(‘%) > min{I(b), oc1+ CO}; and 
(b) the map f:b -+ a which maps corresponding members of the sequences onto 
each other extends to an isomorphismf: (b) z (a); and 
(c) for every b E (b) and a =f(b) we have h(b) = h(a) < WCI, or h(b) 2 COOL and 
h(u) > min{h(b), CM + CO>. 
This is proved in essentially the same way as Proposition 3.2. The conditions on the 
length of the groups ensure that appropriate elements are available to be mapped to, 
in the same way as the conditions on the heights of already mapped elements. Note 
that the structure of the groups in the two families considered ensures that for any 
given height less than the length of the group there are infinitely many elements of at 
least that height. Thus, the construction in the proof can never run out of ele- 
ments. 0 
We may now obtain the following results. 
Proposition 8.4. For any c1, y < fuYK 
i 
G oa+1 if @a+ 1 
Gwa+l+y if not, 
JJm(n+ 1) if @a+ 1 
HmCn+ l +Y) if not. 
Proof. These come from (ii) in the proof of Proposition 8.3 applied to the empty 
sequences a and b, and Proposition 8.2. 0 
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